
LIBERTY AND INTELLIGENCE 
Supplemental Clues (by step) 

 

1. Look for any phone number from Delaware. What is the area code? 

2. Something is indented on the back of the activity information sheet (2a). Rub 
pencil along the sheet to see what it is. 

3. McKean is substituting some word or code with “anno mortem Dorothe,” 
Latin for Dorothe’s year of death. Put this together with the message from step 
2 to figure out what the associated code is. 

4. There are structures called ice piers visible from the dock at Battery Park. 
Count them and enter them in the equation on sheet 4b to get the code for 
“spy.” Hint: there are not 6 ice piers. 

5. The levels of enthusiasm included in the code you will get from this step are 
not added together, but listed as one number. For example, if there were 30 
who said “ready to march,” 5 who “will not march” and 1 that made a “wager, 
then the number would be 3051. In short, the format is [ready to march][will 
not march][wager]. 

6. Wrap the tape with writing on it around a railing at the old market square. The 
market is no longer standing in that location, but the railing is just the right 
width to reveal a message.  

7. Use the mask (7b.) to reveal a secret message from the letter (7a.) for this step. 
Only one reverend was included in the attendance list, despite already being 
dead. Look for Latin on his gravestone then convert his death year from 
Roman numerals to Hindu-Arabic numbers we normally use.  

8. Only one letter gives an accurate description of the Dutch House’s physical 
appearance. This letter will tell you precisely where to go for the next step. 

9. Count the windows on the first floor, second floor, then third floor. Combine 
these numbers but do not add them up. Since there are only 3 values, the code 
will begin with a 0. This will give you a 4-digit code.  

10. The documents you’ve used throughout this activity will help you determine 
who C.M. is.  


